Healthcare Safety & Security System

Automate visitor management
& COVID safety measures

Dramatically streamline entry control while maintaining
rigorous security and COVID compliance. Our easyto-use, affordable system frees up staff time with
contactless tools, efficient training and much more.
Automates contactless entry control
Automates temperature scans
Streamlines badge printing
Empowers staff with on-demand training
Provides peace of mind to patients and families

Entry & Visitor Management

Security Monitoring

•

•

•

Touchless temperature checks

•

Eases and automates COVID compliance
including screening questions

•
•
•
•
•

Visitor logs for COVID-19 compliance and
contact tracing

Automatic recognition of staff, patients and
enrolled visitors
Sophisticated authentication of visitor IDs
Facial matching of ID photo and person
presenting the ID

Optional watch list checks (e.g. terminated
employees, banned visitors)
Optional printing of visitor badges

veridocs.com
702-988-0331 

•

Security cameras with covert triggers

Active incident and threat monitoring

On-Demand Staff Training
•
•

Expertly designed learning modules created
for healthcare facilities
Value-added modules on safety in homes
and communities

Custom Consulting
•

Access to safety and security experts with
backgrounds in building and personal security,
fraud prevention, electronic security, law
enforcement, crisis management and more

Las Vegas, NV
Lexington, KY
Minneapolis, MN

Increase security &
reduce demands
on staff
Exceeds standard visitor management systems
Addresses COVID compliance concerns
Exclusive security technology and expert training
On-demand learning and consulting services

Our effective, easy-to-deploy system layers software, ID readers, cameras, badging and training to
monitor visitors, staff and others entering your facility. BrightTower can function as a standalone
system or can optionally be integrated into existing security or building access systems. Staff and
families can take advantage of on-demand learning modules designed by safety and security experts.
The same experts are available for custom consulting to help address your facility’s unique needs.
Your staff, patients and their families can be certain that strong safety and security measures
are in place.

BrightTower Healthcare is an integrated safety & security system
made possible by Virtual-6, a partnership between:

Veridocs is a world leader in institutional security and
safety. The company’s roots in casino gaming—one of
the most highly regulated industries with sophisticated
technology demands—make it an ideal partner for other
organizations in need of efficient tools to perform realtime ID authentication and visitor management.

Blue-U Defense is a leader in highly innovative, turnkey,
organizational safety and security management solutions.
Its Blue-U Safe Turnkey Safety Solution is a one-of-a-kind,
subscription-based service designed to provide effective,
ongoing, and systematic training that contains all of the
elements necessary to achieve true organizational and
personal safety.

